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On the main page, You can ﬁnd the latest news concerning the world economy economy United
States Germany France UK Russia, China, etc. Main news of the day presented in a larger format and
provide a link to the full text. It is at the top of the page in the middle. Below is the announcement
economic overview over the past month with a link to the full the text at the end. Below - latest
economic news. In the left column You can ﬁnd links to the sections You are interested in. All sections
presented on our website. They can learn a lot. This information is useful both for students and for
people professionally involved in the economy. In the right column - the quotations of stock indices
prices for oil and metals, the average for the last month. Below - macroeconomic news. Please choose
one of the few points one and click to vote for one of the questions. Then, the operation you can
repeat for the other. At the top of the page - buttons which will ensure You transition to the topics
listed above. In the news section located on the months to which located on the main page. To get
her hit the news link. You will be taken to the appropriate page with links where already directly you
can go to the text of the news. The latest economic news made to the main page. Overviews section
includes a main page on where there are links directly to the related economic situaii in the world and
developed countries. The next review comes out at least the appearance of cool stuﬀ and tells what
happened in the global economy on global stock currency and commodity markets and also discloses
details of the US economy the Euro zone Japan countries South-East Asia and Russia. Our site is
updated regularly economic indicators of a number of industrialized countries USA Japan Eurozone
Germany France and the UK, Russia and China. All statistics broken down by country or regions. In the
formation of the base data used news related publications and statistical reports of the world's
leading information and analytical agencies. The section presents data on world GDP US GDP Japan
GDP GDP of the EU countries, Russia's GDP China's GDP and industrial production in these countries
and other economic indicators. You can also plot or print the data on economic indicators on the
screen for any period. In the section You can see graphs reﬂecting the dynamics main macroeconomic
indicators of the leading industrially developed countries of the world for example, GDP USA GDP
Japan GDP Germany
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